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Liquidity in Corporate
Credit Markets
“Water, water everywhere, nor any drop to drink,”
lamented Coleridge’s Ancient Mariner. His modern
corporate bond portfolio manager counterpart may well
add, “Billions and billions of corporate debt, and not a
bond that trades.” Well, matters are not quite that dire
– about $30 billion of corporate debt trades on a daily
basis. But illiquidity has always been a particularly
important feature of corporate bonds. Structural shifts in
the marketplace for corporate bonds following regulatory
changes such as Dodd-Frank and Basel III have increased
interest in measuring and understanding the impact of
illiquidity. A number of papers in the academic literature
and popular press have taken opposing views on the
changes in levels of liquidity in corporate bond markets.1
Liquidity cost measures have been extensively studied, and several methods have been
proposed. Two broad types of liquidity measures in the academic literature are: 1) the bid-ask
spread and 2) the price impact of seeking liquidity, measured at either a high or a low
frequency (i.e., trade level or daily2). A strand of the literature aggregates estimates of the
liquidity cost for individual securities into a marketwide measure of illiquidity and gauges the
covariation of returns with systematic illiquidity shocks.3
In this paper, we start by examining one important aspect of liquidity: the expected bid-ask cost
of trading a corporate bond. In particular, we look at different approaches to quantifying this
cost before settling on a functional form that uses certain bond characteristics to estimate the
bid-ask cost. We find that the cost is determined by the age of the bond, the issue size, the
maturity and the credit spread level. By estimating the bid-ask on bonds that don’t trade, we use
this relationship to characterize the liquidity cost for the entire universe of corporate bonds.
However, we should note that bonds that do not trade may be less liquid than our model-based
estimates, for reasons we have not established.
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2017-12-03/bond-investors-are-worried-about-bond-market-liquidity
See appendix for a comprehensive overview of the literature.
3
See Pastor and Stambaugh (2003), Acharya and Pedersen (2005), Korajczyk and Sadka (2008), Lou and Sadka (2011), Lin et
al. (2011) and Bongaerts et al. (2017).
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Next, we look at the sensitivity of credit valuations to innovations
in the level of liquidity and quantify this liquidity beta metric. We
show the liquidity betas estimated at the issuer level are
statistically significant once adjusted for term structure effects.
Liquidity betas and bid-ask spreads also tend to be positively
correlated, with the correlation rising in turbulent times.
We conclude by looking at the extent to which credit returns are
explained by liquidity. In this exercise, we start with a relatively
simple approach that suggests that, once it is adjusted for credit
market beta, liquidity is not a factor in explaining credit returns.
This result may be misleading, however, because credit spreads,
which are used to identify beta to the credit market, are also
correlated to liquidity. More-careful analysis that disentangles
this correlation shows that liquidity does indeed play a
significant role in explaining credit returns. Moreover, the
liquidity cost factor has a positive risk premium - i.e., investors
are paid to hold less liquid bonds.
The liquidity cost characteristics discussed in this paper can be
used in many ways in portfolio construction. One important
application is to provide managers with measures of the
liquidity cost and risk embedded in the corporate bonds in their
portfolios. Another application is to provide valuation signals in
quantitative trading strategies.
2. LIQUIDITY COST ESTIMATION

One challenge of applying liquidity metrics used in equities to
the corporate bond market is that in equities, market makers are
required to post two-way markets and, hence, there is a
reasonably reliable notion of a market price. In contrast, a
sizable percentage of the corporate bond market does not trade
regularly. Certain pricing providers estimate a daily mark for
such securities, and one could mechanically implement equitymarket-based liquidity metrics using these marks. However,
these marks are, in effect, the pricing vendors’ opinions.
Although the opinions may be appropriate for many purposes,
focusing on their changes may well mean that our results
amount to reverse-engineering the pricing algorithms of the
pricing vendors rather than statements of market behavior. For
this reason, we focus on actual transactions as reported in the
TRACE (trade reporting and compliance engine) database
maintained by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
(FINRA). From these transactions, we create a generic model
based on bond characteristics that we can use for bonds without
observed trades.
4

Dick-Nielsen (2014) discusses the structure of the database and the cleaning methodology.

Mandatory TRACE reporting was introduced for all brokerdealers in 2002 and expanded in 2005 to improve the price
transparency in over-the-counter market activity in corporate
bonds.4 The TRACE dataset covers all trades in the over-thecounter market for corporate bonds (as well as some other
sectors, including municipal bonds) that are reported by brokerdealers. Trades are identified as either between dealers and
customers or intradealer. Trade quantities are capped at $5 million
and $2 million for the investment grade and high yield markets,
respectively, in the standard data set, but in the enhanced data set,
which is released after a six-month lag, the true trade quantities
are disclosed. To maximize the data, we use the enhanced data set
for bond characteristics analysis and the standard one to analyze
liquidity cost, betas and cross-sectional returns.
Table 1 summarizes the average number and par value of the
trades in the TRACE database, grouped by trade size,
excluding dealer-to-dealer trades. While the majority (by
count) of the trades in investment grade are below $5 million,
the par value weight of the trades is distributed more evenly
across trade sizes. The data in Table 1 are based on aggregated
information from FINRA.

Table 1: TRACE dealer-to-customer transaction size
breakdown, January 2013 to December 2017
Size ($)

Average
daily trades

% of total
trades

Average daily
par value ($)

% of total
par value

Investment grade
<5mm

28,620

97%

7,434,368,626

44%

5mm-10mm

652

2%

3,916,974,936

23%

10mm+

350

1%

5,502,482,043

33%

29,623

100%

16,853,825,604

100%

Total

High yield
<1mm

13,808

82%

1,688,926,255

15%

1mm-3mm

2,064

12%

3,194,729,656

29%

3mm-5mm

505

3%

1,739,382,059

16%

5mm+

545

3%

4,558,976,507

41%

16,923

100%

11,182,014,477

100%

Total
Source: FINRA
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Using transaction-level data, there are several methods for
estimating the liquidity cost measure categorized broadly as
transaction cost (i.e., bid-ask) or price impact.5 These measures
tend to use trailing observations and can be based on high
frequency (trade-level) or low frequency (daily-level) data.
Though these measures can be different at the bond level, they
tend to be highly correlated when aggregated at the sector level.
A number of aspects of liquidity have been explored in the
literature. One set of metrics deals with the direct
consequences of illiquidity – namely, transaction costs
incurred in crossing the bid-ask spread and the impact cost of
trading large quantities of bonds. Those are obviously of
interest as metrics of portfolio liquidity and as inputs into
developing trading strategies. But beyond these direct
measures, we are interested in the effect of fluctuations in the
level of liquidity on expected credit returns. In this section, we
focus on the liquidity cost in a cross section of bonds and the
relationship between liquidity cost and bond characteristics.

3

where PBuy,i,t is the average price of all customer buys for bond i
on day t. To make the estimator more robust, we then estimate
the bond-level bid-ask spread as the monthly rolling average of
the daily estimate as defined in Equation (2). Obviously, this
estimator relies on the assumption that customer buys (sells)
happen at the ask (bid) price. This approach does not account
for broad market moves that could affect the difference between
buys and sells. There is evidence suggesting that since the
financial crisis the bid-ask spread underestimates liquidity cost
due to an increase in offsetting matched dealer-customer
transactions within a short period of time.6
ROLL MEASURE

Roll (1984) exploited the fact that because a buy (sell) transaction
can be followed with 50% probability by a sell (buy) transaction,
we can proxy liquidity by the negative autocorrelation in returns.
Formally, Roll’s approach is based on modeling the dynamics of
price as a latent fundamental value mt and ut public information
innovation in period t:

2.1 HOW DO WE ESTIMATE LIQUIDITY COST?

We define liquidity cost as

and pricing dynamics is equal to

when transaction prices are observed (but not the bid and ask
prices). We consider three types of estimators: the generic bidask spread and two more estimators that are based on market
microstructure models – namely, the Roll measure and the
Gibbs measure.

where qt is the trade direction indicator (+1 for buy and -1 for
sell). The effective bid-ask spread can then be inferred from the
time series of prices:

Figure 1: Liquidity cost: Spread between bid and ask prices
as a percentage of value

BID-ASK SPREAD

As a proxy for bid-ask, one can estimate the average daily bid-ask
at the bond level by using average customer buy and sell prices

Similar to the bid-ask spread, every trading day we estimate the
Roll measure using intraday transaction prices and then take the
trailing monthly rolling average of the daily measure.
The Roll measure makes two major assumptions: 1) the asset is
traded in an informationally efficient market such that the bidask average (i.e., the “underlying value”) follows a random walk
and 2) the observed price changes are stationary. As with the
bid-ask measure, part of the return could be the result of
aggregate market movements.

5

Price impact measures the impact on the price of a trade as a function of trade volume (or size). The most common impact cost measures are attributed to Amihud and Hasbrouck and
used mostly in equities. The Amihud measure (Amihud (2002)) is defined as average trade by trade (i=1,…,N) return ri per unit of quantity (Qi) in a trailing period ending at t:
Amihud price Impact(t) =1/N ∑i=1N|ri |/Qi
Hasbrouck (2009) also proposed a lambda measure calibrated in ri= λt qi √Qi +ui, where qi is the trade indicator.

6

See Choi and Huh (2017).

4
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GIBBS MEASURE

The Gibbs measure proposed by Hasbrouck (2009) generalizes
the basic Roll model by taking into account this effect of
market return rtm in the price of bond i and estimating an
effective bid-ask spread:

Figure 2: Time series of liquidity measures for Walmart
(WMT) bonds (as a percentage of value)
WMT Roll

WMT bid-ask spread

WMT Gibbs

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5

Equation (6) is based on Equation (4) and accounts for the
market return term. By assuming that ut follows i.i.d N(0,σu2),
the Bayesian estimators, LiquidityCostGibbsi,t, σu2, the latent trade
direction qt,βm and the latent fundamental value mt (as defined
in Equation (4)) are simulated using the Gibbs sampler and
then estimated by the standard Bayesian regression. The Gibbs
sampler is a Monte Carlo Markov chain algorithm that
generates posterior samples by iteratively going through each
variable to sample from its conditional distribution given the
remaining variables.
Although the three liquidity measures are highly correlated,
the Gibbs measure has a few advantages over the other two. In
addition to adjusting for the move in overall market prices, the
Gibbs measure relies only on the daily data. Figure 2 compares
the three measures’ averages for Walmart bonds. The Roll
measure can be quite noisy because the covariance is estimated
over the most recent (rolling-time-window) history, while the
bid-ask measure tends to be the lowest. For Walmart, the
correlation of monthly changes of liquidity cost is roughly 0.6,
while the Roll measure shows the highest excess kurtosis, at 11.
For the remainder of this paper, we will use the Gibbs measure
for liquidity cost, estimated using the last trade price (effectively,
the closing price for the day, excluding retail trades – i.e., trade
volume less than $50,000). To keep the estimates statistically
meaningful, the bond coverage is constrained by the trading
frequency; only bonds that traded over at least 50% of the
trailing 20 trading days are included. Furthermore, because we
work with daily returns, bonds included on a given day are
required to have traded that day and the prior day. These
constraints restrict the estimation universe to about one-third
of bonds in the investment grade and high yield benchmark
universes. To estimate the liquidity cost for bonds that have
not traded or do not satisfy the above criteria, we investigate
the relationship between liquidity cost and various bond
characteristics in Section 2.3.
7
8
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Source: PIMCO as of 28 February 2018

AVERAGES OF LIQUIDITY COST

In Table 2 we provide some evidence of the time-series variation
of the liquidity cost average by quality and maturity for three
dates: 1) the recent environment (April 2018) when volatility was
relatively low, 2) the period after the energy price decline in 2016
and 3) during the financial crisis of 2008. As can be seen,
liquidity cost increases with maturity and deteriorates with a
decline in ratings. In terms of crisis events, liquidity cost almost
doubled during the energy price decline; during the financial
crisis, the cost went up more than five times.
2.2 LIQUIDITY COST AND BOND CHARACTERISTICS

In this section, we study the variation of liquidity cost in the
cross section of bonds and its relationship to bond
characteristics.7 We start by showing the significance of age,
issue size, trading volume and maturity for liquidity cost. We
then consider a more comprehensive model to use for
estimating generic liquidity cost, which can also be useful in
estimating the liquidity cost for bonds that are not traded. This
generic model has an explanatory power of variations in the
cross section, with an R-squared of approximately 60%.
To explore the empirical relationship between liquidity cost
and a bond’s characteristics, we show in Figure 3 the scatter
plots of liquidity cost versus age, maturity, issue size and
trading volume over one trailing month.8 We have shown these
scatter plots by using the average liquidity cost for the various
characteristics of various buckets of bonds. These all point to a
higher liquidity cost for bonds with longer maturity and

See Bao et al. (2011) and Konstantinovsky et al. (2016).
In Figure 3, the monotonic relationship between age and liquidity cost is not as clear as other characteristics. Indeed, a piecewise linear function is a better way to model the
relationship; this will be discussed in Section 2.3 with a broader sample of data and controlling for other factors.
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smaller size, and for older bonds. In fact, a more careful
pooled cross sectional analysis of liquidity cost across bonds
would show the statistical significance of all the
aforementioned characteristics.

5

Figure 3: Scatter plots of median liquidity cost (as a percentage
of value) versus bond characteristics as of January 2016
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Table 2: Average liquidity cost: Normal versus stressed
periods (as a percentage of value )
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Figure 5: Spread betas by rating bucket
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In this section, we study the effect of fluctuations in liquidity
cost on credit returns. Specifically, we adjust changes in bondlevel liquidity cost for serial correlation effects and then
aggregate to obtain sector-level liquidity cost changes. We then
look at the dependence of credit returns on these liquidity
fluctuations to obtain liquidity betas.

12

A+

Liquidity cost measurement relies on the recent level of bond
price fluctuations. Obviously, when liquidity shocks (i.e., a
systemic increase in liquidity cost) occur, bonds experience both
an increase in liquidity cost and spread widening. Though it is
related to the sensitivity to these systematic liquidity shocks,
liquidity cost does not directly measure this sensitivity.

14

AA-

3. LIQUIDITY BETA TO SECTOR-WIDE LIQUIDITY SHOCKS

16

AA

To study the robustness of the generic model, we estimated the
model using a subset of the entire data. Using a five-year
subsample of data from 2012 through 2016, we find no
significant difference from the calibration over the entire period.

18

AA+

The age function F(Agei,t) is assumed to be piecewise linear, with
knots at three months, one year and three years of aging to
capture the different sensitivities to age (see Figure 4). It is worth
noting that the maturity factor, fixed versus floater coupon
indicator (an indicator variable that is 1 only for fixed coupon
bonds) and the issue size factor all have the signs as expected;
for instance, new and larger issues are cheaper to trade. Figure 5
shows estimated βrating(i,t) as a function of the issuer's rating10 and
illustrates that an increasing portion of spread is associated with
liquidity as ratings improve.

20

AAA

Guided by the foregoing analysis, we construct a model to proxy
the liquidity cost for corporate bonds that do not trade or do not
satisfy our computation criteria.9 Our generic liquidity cost
model is defined in Equation (7). The regression is pooled across
all bonds for coefficients to all factors except option-adjusted
spread (OAS). The R-squared of the regression is 59%, and all
the factors are significant (the t-stat of each factor is reported in
parentheses for each coefficient):

Figure 4: Liquidity cost by age of bond (years)

Liquidity cost increment (bps)

2.3 GENERIC MODEL OF LIQUIDITY COST

Spread beta (as a percentage of value)

6

Rating bucket
Source: PIMCO as of 28 February 2018

In Konstantinovsky et al. (2016), the nonquoted bonds’ liquidity costs are estimated by leveraging the statistical relationship between a bond’s liquidity cost and its characteristics,
and adjusted upward because a bond without a quote over a month is expected to be less liquid than a bond with quoted prices and similar attributes.
10
We use a combined rating, defined as the the lower of the ratings assigned by Standard & Poor's and Moody's Investor Services.
9
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First, we estimate sector-level liquidity innovations. We estimate
the innovations for four sectors – financials, consumers, energy/
mining/materials and pipelines (EMMP), and industrials
excluding EMMP – to account for the possibility of sectorspecific shocks, such as experienced in financials during 2008
and more recently in the energy sector in early 2016.
The liquidity innovations (∆Li,t ) are estimated bottom-up by
~
adjusting the serial correlation of liquidity changes (∆Li,t ) for
every bond and then aggregating their changes at the sector
level. The methodology is closely related to the liquidity
literature on equities, such as Acharya and Pedersen (2005) and
Pastor and Stambaugh (2003).
Bond-level liquidity innovations:11

Figure 6: Market average liquidity innovation by sector
EMMP

Financial

1.0
0.8
0.6
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3.1 LIQUIDITY INNOVATION ESTIMATION
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Source: PIMCO

Table 3: Summary statistics of liquidity innovation
2007 to 2017

Sector-level average innovation:

In our nomenclature, higher liquidity cost means lower
liquidity, a positive number for liquidity innovations is an
illiquidity shock, and a negative number implies an
improvement in liquidity. As shown in Table 3, the long-term
correlation of liquidity innovations and the percentage change
of the credit default swap index for investment grade (CDX IG)
spread is 30% to 40%, while the correlation to the CBOE
Volatility Index (VIX) is slightly lower.
It is worth mentioning that the liquidity innovation process has
a significant kurtosis even if we exclude the global financial
crisis. In Figure 6, the biggest movements in the time series are
in 2008, led by the financial sector. Subsequently, during the
2010 European sovereign debt crisis and the 2011 equity market
sell-off, the liquidity shocks were consistent across all sectors.
However, in the energy crisis of 2016, the liquidity shock was
realized in the energy sector.
3.2 LIQUIDITY BETA ESTIMATION

Now that we have a time series of liquidity shocks, we estimate
the liquidity beta to the sector liquidity shock using a timeseries regression. Here we model liquidity beta of a bond as a
function of the issuer and bond maturity for fixed coupon
11
12

The average α1 is -0.51 and α2 is -0.31 with average p-value 23% and 34%, respectively.
We also use an indicator variable to account for floating-rate coupon bonds.
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bonds.12 The liquidity beta is estimated by pooling all the bonds
(e.g., i=1,…,N) by the same issuer (e.g., Issuerj ) and using the full
history of monthly returns since 2007 and the following timeseries regression for each issuer:

where excess return is defined as the bonds’ return in excess of
duration return. Here θi,5Y,t and θi,10y,t are interpolation variables
[0,1] as a function of bond maturity and issuer j is the issuer of
bond i, where the liquidity beta of a given bond is equal to
-( θi,5Y,t βIssuer j,5Y,t + θi,10Y,t βIssuer j,10Y,t ).
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It is worth noting that liquidity cost and liquidity beta measure
different aspects of a bond’s liquidity profile. The former
measures the transaction cost at the bond level based on recent
history, and the latter is the long-term sensitivity of price to
market liquidity shocks at the issuer level. Usually, a bond with
high liquidity beta tends to have a high cost, but this relationship
varies over time. During a turbulent period, the correlation
tends to be higher. To illustrate this variation, we compared the
correlations for the EMMP sector in February 2016, after the oil
price had declined, and in November 2017, when the market was
calm. Figure 7 shows this correlation, which was 0.55 in the
turbulent period and declined to 0.34 after the market recovery.
4. LIQUIDITY IN THE CROSS SECTION OF RETURNS

Building on our understanding of liquidity cost and liquidity
beta, we study the significance of the liquidity factors in
explaining the cross section of returns. In doing so, we want to
ensure we take out the first-order effect of credit risk. It is
empirically well understood that a lognormally specified spread
factor has a significant explanatory power in the cross section of
corporate bonds’ excess returns.14 This explanatory power can be
further improved by accounting for the term structure volatility
of the spread curve (Naik et al. (2016)). In this section, we use a
baseline term structure spread-factor model to account for the
first-order effect of credit risk and test the significance of an
incremental liquidity factor in explaining credit returns. We
study this at both the sector level and the issuer level.
In our analysis, we use the universe of bonds that traded in
TRACE for that month. Also, the returns and prices are based
on the last transaction in TRACE for the day, similar to what we
use in liquidity cost estimation. Although this reduces the
universe of bonds in the cross section, it avoids any matrixpricing biases in our results.
13
14

DTS refers to spread duration times the OAS of the bond.
See Schönbucher (2000), Dor et al. (2007) and Naik et al. (2016).

Table 4: Summary statistics of the liquidity beta of investment
grade bonds as of 31 March 2018
Fixed <5yr

Sector

Mean
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Dev

Fixed 5yr-10yr
Avg
DTS13
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Figure 7: Correlations between beta and cost in the
EMMP sector
Correlation as of February 2016: 0.55
3.0
Liquidity cost
(as a percentage of value)

The model covers, on average, 60% of the issuers over time. The
betas tend to be positive, implying a loss under a liquidity shock.
Table 4 provides a snapshot of the summary statistics as of
March 2018. For instance, a 4-standard-deviation move in
~
liquidity innovation within the energy sector (∆Lt = 0.8) for a
bond with β = 10 (10 years or longer in maturity) implies an
expected loss of 800 basis points due to the systematic liquidity
shock. The front-end bonds have lower-magnitude beta, and the
long-dated bonds have the highest; this means the front-end
bonds bear less liquidity risk and suffer less in a crisis. However,
the betas are higher than the ratio of spread duration or DTS.

2.5
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0
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Correlation as of November 2017: 0.34
3.0
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(as a percentage of value)
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4.1 SECTOR-LEVEL ANALYSIS

We consider the cross section of returns for the investment
grade universe across our same four sectors: financials,
consumers, EMMP and industrials excluding EMMP. To test the
significance of the liquidity beta and liquidity cost measures, we
estimate the following factor model:

Table 5: Summary of sector-level analysis
Sample: IG Index 2007-2018
R-squared

M0

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

63%

51%

46%

56%

66%

65%

65%

Avg sample size

1,044

• Excess return is defined as total return in excess of
duration return.
• The factors ftj ’s for j=1,2,3, capture the effective percentage of
OAS changes for short maturity (three years), intermediate
(seven years) and long end (10 years or more), respectively.

5% and
0%

• β i,t is the liquidity beta defined in Section 3 measuring timeseries covariation to liquidity shocks.
• θi,m,t's are interpolation variables [0,1] as a function of
bond maturity.

DTS

10%
and
0%

26%
and
11%

12%
and
0%

24%
and
12%

17%
and
1%

30%
and
20%

16%
and
0%

31%
and
20%

15%
and
0%

19%
and
2%
22%
and
5%

Orthogonalized DTS

29%
and
15%

DD-based DTS

Correlation to CDX IG OAS % change
Liquidity beta

-35%

Liquidity cost

-33%

-34%

-19%

-32%

-19%

-27%

22%

-29%

-8%

Sample: IG Index 2010-2018
R-squared

• LCi,t is the liquidity cost based on the Gibbs measure, defined
in Equation (6).

Avg sample size

One important modeling choice in implementing the above
analysis is the DTS metric. Using the standard DTS metric is
problematic because credit spreads, and consequently DTS, are
influenced by liquidity. Hence, attempting to neutralize credit
beta by using the standard DTS metric will also distort our
estimates of the influence of liquidity characteristics on excess
return. In this paper, we look at a few alternatives. Specifically,
we look at an orthogonalized factor that isolates the nonliquidity
part of the DTS factor and a version that uses a credit spread
based on a Merton-type capital structure model-based credit
spread. As we shall see, the results produced by these approaches
are consistent with liquidity being a significant factor in
explaining excess returns.15

Liquidity beta

We compare the following models in Table 5, using the full
sample of 2007 to 2018 and the post-crisis sample of 2010 to 2018
to study the robustness of results when the financial crisis is
excluded. M0 is a baseline model specification with credit-termstructure DTS factors. M1 to M3 are variations with only

4% and
0%

Liquidity cost

• DTSi,t-1 is spread duration times OAS of the i’th bond at time t.
L

66116

Average p-value and median p-value17
Liquidity beta

where

9

M0

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

62%

46%

45%

52%

63%

62%

61%

1,261

781

Average p-value and median p-value
5% and
0%
4% and
0%

Liquidity cost

DTS

10%
and
0%

25%
and
11%

11%
and
0%

24%
and
0%

14%
and
0%

28%
and
17%

13%
and
0%

29%
and
19%

13%
and
0%

15%
and
0%
19%
and
2%

Orthogonalized DTS

27%
and
10%

DD-based DTS

Correlation to CDX IG OAS % change
Liquidity beta
Liquidity cost

-75%
-75%

-75%

-40%

-75%

-59%

-67%

17%

-68%

-33%

Source: PIMCO

liquidity factors. M4 models the credit and liquidity factors
simultaneously. The primary model specifications are M5 and
M6, adjusting DTS factors in two ways. In the top panel of Table
5, we show the R-squared and sample size. The middle panel
presents the statistical significance (i.e., the average and median
p-value of the factors). In the bottom panel, we show the
liquidity factor correlations with CDX IG credit return.

Instead of using DTS factor exposures, one could estimate market exposures by estimating the beta of each bond to market controlled for rating, sector and maturity.
We have only the nonfinancial sectors in the sample.
17
Here we also show median p-value, as the liquidity factors tend to be less significant in quiet periods.
15
16

10
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Figure 8: R-squared increments by liquidity factor
EMMP
Increment by liquidity cost
Increment by market liquidity beta

16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Financial
Increment by liquidity cost

16%

Increment by market liquidity beta

14%
12%
10%

(M4): We now test whether liquidity factors can add any value
to the M0 model. In this specification, we continue to use the
standard DTS metric. It turns out that the incremental pooled
R-squared is quite low, with average p-values around 25%~30%.
Though the pooled R-squared shows minimal improvements, as
shown in Figure 8, the time series of the R-squared indicates
that during the crisis periods (for the financials and EMMP
sectors), the liquidity beta factor has a significant incremental
R-squared. The liquidity beta factor with significant fat tails has
low volatility and low positive correlation to spread changes. We
also found, however, that the liquidity cost factor tends to be
more significant when there is no systematic liquidity shock.
The results so far indicate that liquidity factors are not jointly
significant with DTS factors. However, given that the spread
levels embed the liquidity premium, as shown in Section 2, this
does not suggest that liquidity has no explanatory power in the
cross section of returns.

8%
6%
4%
2%
0
2007

(M3): The results from M1 and M2 would raise the question of
whether liquidity beta and liquidity cost are jointly significant.
We test that in the M3 setting, which shows a slight
improvement in the R-squared compared with the one-factor
liquidity models and average p-values around 10%~15% (with a
median p-value less than 1%).

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Source: PIMCO

(M0): Base model where we have only credit-term-structure
DTS factors and no liquidity factors. As discussed above, the
standard DTS factor is problematic in this context, but it is used
here as a baseline. A DTS factor and its extension to term
structure factors are, obviously, statistically significant and have
an R-squared of 63%.
(M1/M2): Next, we test the significance of liquidity-only factor
models, considering each separately. Given the strong
relationship of liquidity to bond spread and maturity, it is not
surprising that both liquidity cost and liquidity beta are
significant (with an average p-value of 4%~5%). However, the
R-squared of the regression is lower than that of the M0 model.
Also, the factor returns from the M1 and M2 models are
correlated around 60%.

In what follows, we attempt to disentangle the liquidity impact
on returns from the credit risk component in two ways. In the
first approach (M5), we orthogonalize the DTS from liquidity
cost and liquidity beta cross-sectionally and use the “residual”
DTS in the regression defined in Equation (11). In the second
approach (M6), rather than use market spreads to compute
DTS, we use the fair spread implied by PIMCO’s proprietary
Merton-type model, which employs market equity valuations
and equity option implied volatility. This ensures we do not
contaminate the adjustment for the first-order credit factor with
liquidity-related effects.
(M5): Similar to M4, we use orthogonalized DTS (to liquidity
cost and beta) instead of DTS in the regression. This is done by
first regressing the DTS cross-sectionally each month on the two
liquidity loadings and then taking the residuals to replace the
DTS in the original cross-sectional regression, i.e.,

This regression has a pooled R-squared of 50%.
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Using DTSi,t in the cross-sectional regression (11), we get the
results shown in Table 5. It is worth noting that the R-squared of
the regression on the orthogonalized DTS only lowers the
R-squared to 28% for the period of 2007-2018. Including the
liquidity beta and liquidity cost factors would then increase the
R-squared to 65%. The liquidity factors have become more
significant, with average (median) p-values around 12% (0%),
similar to M3.
(M6): Now we use the spread implied by distance to default in
M4. This model, similar to M5, results in a similar pooled
R-squared. The liquidity factors are less significant than in M5,
which is not surprising given the forward-looking nature of the
distance-to-default model. Having said that, the liquidity cost
factors from M6 and M5 are highly correlated around 60%.
Figure 9 shows that the cumulative liquidity-cost-factor returns
obtained from the M5 and M6 models are positive. This supports
the use of liquidity characteristics as a source of bottom-up alpha
in corporate credit. It is worth noting that the liquidity-cost-factor
returns from the M4 model, which uses the standard DTS metric,
are effectively small, highlighting the importance of disentangling
liquidity return from DTS factors’ return.
Figure 9: Cumulative returns of liquidity cost factors in M4,
M5 and M6
Original DTS (M4)

11

4.2 ISSUER-LEVEL ANALYSIS

In this section, we take another approach to studying the
significance of liquidity cost, without getting affected by the
relationship among DTS, liquidity beta and liquidity cost. Instead
of using excess return and adjusting for sector spread factors in
the regression, we use the excess return adjusted for issuerimplied spread returns as the dependent variable in the
regression. The issuer-implied spread returns are estimated from
the excess return of all bonds of the same issuer and adjusted for
the first principal component of the spread-term-structure
changes. Compared with the previous section, this approach
adjusts better for the idiosyncrasy of issuers and provides a
sharper test of the relationship between liquidity cost and the
richness or cheapness of bonds across the issuer’s spread curve.
The cross-sectional regression considers pooling issuers with
more than five bonds in the investment grade index. Using the
TRACE database, we have 46 issuers and 538 bonds monthly, on
average, in the cross section; the numbers have been in an
upward trend since 2007.
To adjust for issuer-implied returns, we first estimate the average
excess return per unit of DTS across the curve accounting for
volatility term structure γi,t-1. 18 In particular, for month t and all
the bonds i=1,…N belonging to j’th issuer, we solve for issuerimplied ftissuer(j) by accounting for γi,t-1 based on the maturity of i’th
bond at time t:

Orthogonalized DTS (M5)
Distance to default DTS (M6)

We then solve a monthly cross-sectional regression of the excess
return of all bonds after adjusting for their corresponding issuer
average return against the liquidity cost of the bond:

Percentage per point of liquidity cost

20

15

10

The pooled R-squared of the regression in (14) is 11%, and the
liquidity cost factor is indeed significant, with an average p-value
of 12% (median of 0.5%). The Sharpe ratio of going long the factor
(i.e., long bonds with higher costs and short lower-cost bonds of
the same issuer, controlling for DTS) is 0.95 since 2007, with a
correlation of -0.22 to CDX IG excess return per DTS (see Figure
10). The cumulative return associated with the liquidity provision
is 31% since 2007 (see Figure 11).

5

0

-5
Jun Feb Oct Jun Nov Apr Dec Aug Apr Dec Aug Apr Dec Aug Apr
‘07 ‘08 ‘08 ‘09 ‘10 ‘12 ‘12 ‘13 ‘14 ‘14 ‘15 ‘16 ‘16 ‘17 ‘18
Source: PIMCO as of 28 February 2018
18

In this study, we assume γ is 1.25 for a two-year bond and 0.75 for 10-year and longer bonds, consistent with the empirically estimated volatility term structure of spreads.
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Liquidity factor return (percentage per point of liquidity cost)

Figure 10: Scatter plot of liquidity factor return versus the
CDX IG excess return index
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0.6

CDX IG excess return per DTS

Figure 11: Cumulative return of liquidity factor return in
Equation (14) for January 2007 to January 2018
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Source: PIMCO
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At PIMCO, the security-level metrics discussed in the preceding
sections are used in a number of ways in the portfolio
management process. One important application is to provide
portfolio managers with indications of the liquidity distribution
of the corporate bonds in their portfolios. Figure 12 and Figure
13 show the security-level liquidity cost in PIMCO’s position
blotter and a historical chart of issuer/maturity bucket-level
liquidity cost in our proprietary portfolio risk system. Another
important application of these metrics is in testing quantitative
trading strategies. In backtesting trading strategies in corporate
bonds, persistent questions are whether the mispriced bonds are
tradable and whether past periods when the valuation signals
were particularly useful were also periods when liquidity was
too poor to act on them. By incorporating these CUSIP-level,
time-varying liquidity estimates, we are able to perform realistic
backtests of trading strategies.
6. CONCLUSION

This paper looks at various empirical aspects of liquidity in
corporate bonds. Specifically, we use return data from actual
transactions reported in TRACE to estimate three different
metrics of the bid-ask spread, with the Gibbs measure being the
preferred metric. We find that during the energy crisis of early
2016, bid-ask prices were twice as high as current levels; they
were more than five times higher than the current levels in the
midst of the global financial crisis, a decade ago. Following this,
we explore the relation between the bid-ask spread and bond
characteristics, and estimate a generic model based on bond
characteristics. We estimate a bond-level liquidity beta metric
that measures the sensitivity of individual corporate bond
valuations to variations in systemic measures of the level of
liquidity. These liquidity betas are correlated (but not perfectly)
with liquidity cost, with correlation rising in turbulent times.

Source: PIMCO

Jan
‘07

5. PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS

Jan
‘18

After estimating these security-level liquidity metrics, we
explore the question of whether these metrics explain securitylevel credit returns after controlling for credit beta. The simplest
way of correcting for credit beta using DTS (with adjustments
for differences in spread volatility over the term structure)
suggests that liquidity factors do not have a role in explaining
credit returns. But this adjustment for credit beta is problematic,
as credit spreads presumably compensate investors for liquidity
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13

Figure 12: Security-level liquidity cost in PIMCO’s position blotter

Source: PIMCO

Figure 13: Historical time series of average liquidity cost in
PIMCO's proprietary portfolio risk system
20+yr +BAA rating

20+yr VZ

20yr+IG

Average liquidity cost (percentage of value)
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Source: PIMCO
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‘17
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‘18
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‘18
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‘18

cost as well as liquidity risk. In other words, the DTS measure
already adjusts for the differentiated liquidity risk of bonds. To
disentangle this correlation, we try a few different approaches,
which reveal a dependence of credit returns on liquidity
characteristics. Specifically, in the first approach we adjust for
credit beta using a DTS metric that has been stripped of
correlations with liquidity characteristics. In the second
approach, instead of using actual bond-level credit spreads, we
use a proprietary Merton-type model that is calibrated to the
cross section of credit spreads to obtain a fair spread and use
this to calculate our DTS metric. In a third approach, we
consider issuers with more than five bonds and study the
outperformance of individual bonds over the issuer-implied
return. All approaches reveal that credit returns are indeed
influenced by liquidity characteristics.
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APPENDIX – OVERVIEW OF LIQUIDITY COST MEASURE
Type
Transaction
cost

Frequency
Low
frequency
(daily level)

Measure
Roll
Gibbs(c)

High-low
spread

Definition

Reference

2 −min (0, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 rt , rt−1 ) where rt is the return of day t.
rt = c∆Dt + β m rtm + εt where c is the Roll measure; Dt is the sell-side
indicator, which both c and β m estimated using Gibbs sampling; and rtm is the
market (Bloomberg Barclays US Credit Index) daily return.
2 e α −1
1+e α

log

where α =
2

Ht,t+1
Lt,t+1

2β − β

3−2 2

−

γ

3−2 2

,β =

1
j=0

log

H t+j
Lt+j

2

and γ =

γJ sj
J
j=1 P

Zeros
FHT
Quoted spread
High
frequency
(trade level)

Bid-ask spread

Imputed
round-trip
Cost (IRC)
Roll
Interquartile
range (IQR)
Schultz(α1 )
EHP(c)

Price
impact

Low
frequency
(daily level)
High
frequency
(trade level)

Others

Low
frequency
(daily level)
High
frequency
(trade level)

Amihud
Pastor and
Stambaugh(−γ)
Amihud
Lambda (𝛌λ)
Quote
dispersion
Price
dispersion

where sj is the effective spread and, P is the average trade price in the

observation period, the constrained probability γj is defined as
min [max Uj , 0 , 1]
if j = 1
γj =
with
j−1
min [max Uj , 0 , 1 − k=1 γk ] if j = 2,3, … , J
2F1
if j = 1
Nj
for j = 1,2, … , J. Fj
Uj = 2Fj − Fj−1 if j = 2,3, … , J − 1 and Fj = J
N
j=1 j
Fj − Fj−1
j=J
and Nj give the empirical probability and number of prices of the jth spread for
trade days, respectively.
# of zero return days
T
1+Pzeros
where σ is the volatility of a bond’s return and Φ−1 is the
2σΦ−1
2

inverse of the cumulative standard normal distribution.
At − Bt
1
(At + Bt )
2
buy

Pt

−Ptsell

buy

0.5(Pt

+Ptsell )

buy/sell

where Pt

is the average price of all customer buy/sell trades

on day t. The monthly measure is the mean of the daily measures.
2 P buy −P sell
P

where Pbuy and P sell are the paired trade happening in opposite

directions, same volumes within a 15-minute time window and P is the average
price of the paired trade. The monthly measure is the average of the daily
measures over a month.
P −P
2 −min (0, Cov ri , ri−1 ) where ri = i i−1 is the return of the ith trade.
Pi−1

(Pt75th − Pt25th )/Pt where Pt75th and Pt25th are the 75th and 25th percentiles of
intraday prices on day t. The monthly measure is the mean of the daily
measures.
∆i = α0 + α1 Di + 𝜖i where ∆i is the difference between the trade price and the
asset’s bid quote and Di is the trade direction.
Composite
= c Di − Di−1 + 𝜂i where Di is the buyer indicator and 𝜂i is
riObs − ri
the error term with mean zero and variance as the sum of error variances from
the measurement of unobserved true value returns, transaction cost and
interdealer price concessions.
1

rt
N
t=1 Q
t

where N is the number of trade days in a given month.

1

ri
N
i=1 Q
i

where N is the number of trade-by-trade return ri in a month and Qi

N

e
rt+1

rte

rte

= θ + ϕrt + γ ∙ sign
Qt + 𝜖t where is the asset’s excess return over
a market index, rt is the asset’s return and Qt is the traded dollar volume on day
t.
N

is the volume.
ri = λDi Qi + 𝜖i where Di is the sell-side indicator and the monthly measure λ
is estimated in a month, excluding overnight returns.
2

2

1

N
i=1

2N
1

N
i=1 Q i

Hasbrouck (2009)
Corwin and Schultz (2012)

. Ht (Lt ) is the highest (lowest) price on day t and Ht,t+1 (Lt,t+1 ) is

the highest (lowest) price on two consecutive days t and t + 1. This measure
approximates bid-ask spreads based on the argument that daily high prices are
likely to result from buy orders and low prices correspond to sell orders.
Effective tick

Roll (1984)

Bi −m 2
m

N
i=1

+

Pi −m 2
m

Ai −m 2
m

Qi . The measure gives the daily dispersion of all N

intraday trade prices Pi from the market price m. The volume Qi is used as a
weighting factor.

Goyenko, Holden and Trzcinka
(2009)

Lesmond, Ogden and Trzcinka
(1999)
Fong, Holden and Trzcinka
(2017)
Schestag, Schuster and UhrigHomburg (2016)
Hong and Warga (2000);
Chakravarty and Sarkar (2003)
Feldhütter (2010)

Dick-Nielsen, Feldhütter and
Lando (2012); Roll (1984)
Han and Zhou (2007)

Schultz (2001)
Edwards, Harris and Piwowar
(2007)

Amihud (2002)
Pastor and Stambaugh (2003)
Dick-Nielsen, Feldhütter and
Lando (2012); Amihud (2002)
Hasbrouck (2009)
Schestag, Schuster and UhrigHomburg (2016)
Jankowitsch, Nashikkar and
Subrahmanyam (2011)

Hypothetical and simulated examples have many inherent limitations and are generally prepared with the benefit of hindsight.
There are frequently sharp differences between simulated results and the actual results. There are numerous factors related to
the markets in general or the implementation of any specific investment strategy, which cannot be fully accounted for in the
preparation of simulated results and all of which can adversely affect actual results. No guarantee is being made that the stated
results will be achieved.
All investments contain risk and may lose value. Investing in the bond market is subject to risks, including market, interest rate,
issuer, credit, inflation risk, and liquidity risk. The value of most bonds and bond strategies are impacted by changes in interest
rates. Bonds and bond strategies with longer durations tend to be more sensitive and volatile than those with shorter durations;
bond prices generally fall as interest rates rise, and the current low interest rate environment increases this risk. Current reductions
in bond counterparty capacity may contribute to decreased market liquidity and increased price volatility. Bond investments may
be worth more or less than the original cost when redeemed. Corporate debt securities are subject to the risk of the issuer’s
inability to meet principal and interest payments on the obligation and may also be subject to price volatility due to factors such
as interest rate sensitivity, market perception of the creditworthiness of the issuer and general market liquidity. Derivatives may
involve certain costs and risks, such as liquidity, interest rate, market, credit, management and the risk that a position could not be
closed when most advantageous. Investing in derivatives could lose more than the amount invested.
The credit quality of a particular security or group of securities does not ensure the stability or safety of the overall portfolio.
Management risk is the risk that the investment techniques and risk analyses applied by an active manager will not produce the
desired results, and that certain policies or developments may affect the investment techniques available to the active manager
in connection with managing the strategy. References to specific securities are not intended and should not be interpreted as
recommendations to purchase, sell or hold these securities. PIMCO products and strategies may or may not include the securities
referenced and, if such securities are included, no representation is being made that the securities will continue to be included.
This material has been distributed for informational purposes only. This material contains the current opinions of the managers and
such opinions are subject to change without notice. Statements concerning financial market trends are based on current market
conditions, which will fluctuate. Forecasts, estimates and certain information contained herein are based upon proprietary research
and should not be considered as investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product.
Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed.
PIMCO provides services only to qualified institutions and investors. This is not an offer to any person in any jurisdiction where
unlawful or unauthorized. | Pacific Investment Management Company LLC, 650 Newport Center Drive, Newport Beach, CA
92660 is regulated by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission. | PIMCO Europe Ltd (Company No. 2604517)
and PIMCO Europe Ltd - Italy (Company No. 07533910969) are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (25
The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS) in the UK. The Italy branch is additionally regulated by the Commissione
Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa (CONSOB) in accordance with Article 27 of the Italian Consolidated Financial Act. PIMCO
Europe Ltd services are available only to professional clients as defined in the Financial Conduct Authority’s Handbook and are
not available to individual investors, who should not rely on this communication. | PIMCO Deutschland GmbH (Company No.
192083, Seidlstr. 24-24a, 80335 Munich, Germany), PIMCO Deutschland GmbH Italian Branch (Company No. 10005170963)
and PIMCO Deutschland GmbH Swedish Branch (SCRO Reg. No. 516410-9190) are authorised and regulated by the German
Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) (Marie- Curie-Str. 24-28, 60439 Frankfurt am Main) in Germany in accordance
with Section 32 of the German Banking Act (KWG). The Italian Branch and Swedish Branch are additionally supervised by the
Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa (CONSOB) in accordance with Article 27 of the Italian Consolidated Financial
Act and the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (Finansinspektionen) in accordance with Chapter 25 Sections 12-14 of the
Swedish Securities Markets Act, respectively. The services provided by PIMCO Deutschland GmbH are available only to professional
clients as defined in Section 67 para. 2 German Securities Trading Act (WpHG). They are not available to individual investors, who
should not rely on this communication. | PIMCO (Schweiz) GmbH (registered in Switzerland, Company No. CH-020.4.038.5822), Brandschenkestrasse 41, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland, Tel: + 41 44 512 49 10. The services provided by PIMCO (Schweiz) GmbH
are not available to individual investors, who should not rely on this communication but contact their financial adviser. | PIMCO
Asia Pte Ltd (8 Marina View, #30-01, Asia Square Tower 1, Singapore 018960, Registration No. 199804652K) is regulated by
the Monetary Authority of Singapore as a holder of a capital markets services licence and an exempt financial adviser. The asset
management services and investment products are not available to persons where provision of such services and products is
unauthorised. | PIMCO Asia Limited (Suite 2201, 22nd Floor, Two International Finance Centre, No. 8 Finance Street, Central,
Hong Kong) is licensed by the Securities and Futures Commission for Types 1, 4 and 9 regulated activities under the Securities
and Futures Ordinance. The asset management services and investment products are not available to persons where provision of
such services and products is unauthorised. | PIMCO Australia Pty Ltd ABN 54 084 280 508, AFSL 246862 (PIMCO Australia).
This publication has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of investors. Before
making an investment decision, investors should obtain professional advice and consider whether the information contained herein
is appropriate having regard to their objectives, financial situation and needs. | PIMCO Japan Ltd (Toranomon Towers Office
18F, 4-1-28, Toranomon, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 105-0001) Financial Instruments Business Registration Number is Director of
Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Financial Instruments Firm) No. 382. PIMCO Japan Ltd is a member of Japan Investment Advisers
Association and The Investment Trusts Association, Japan. Investment management products and services offered by PIMCO Japan
Ltd are offered only to persons within its respective jurisdiction, and are not available to persons where provision of such products
or services is unauthorized. Valuations of assets will fluctuate based upon prices of securities and values of derivative transactions
in the portfolio, market conditions, interest rates and credit risk, among others. Investments in foreign currency denominated assets
will be affected by foreign exchange rates. There is no guarantee that the principal amount of the investment will be preserved, or
that a certain return will be realized; the investment could suffer a loss. All profits and losses incur to the investor. The amounts,
maximum amounts and calculation methodologies of each type of fee and expense and their total amounts will vary depending on
the investment strategy, the status of investment performance, period of management and outstanding balance of assets and thus
such fees and expenses cannot be set forth herein. | PIMCO Canada Corp. (199 Bay Street, Suite 2050, Commerce Court Station,
P.O. Box 363, Toronto, ON, M5L 1G2) services and products may only be available in certain provinces or territories of Canada and
only through dealers authorized for that purpose. | PIMCO Latin America Edifício Internacional Rio Praia do Flamengo, 154 1o
andar, Rio de Janeiro – RJ Brasil 22210-906. | No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any
other publication, without express written permission. PIMCO is a trademark of Allianz Asset Management of America L.P. in the
United States and throughout the world. ©2018, PIMCO..
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This paper contains hypothetical analysis. Results shown may not be attained and should not be construed as the only
possibilities that exist. The analysis reflected in this information is based upon data at time of analysis. Forecasts, estimates, and
certain information contained herein are based upon proprietary research and should not be considered as investment advice or a
recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product.

